14. Angela Cameron Fine Art Inc. presents
large mural installations for healthcare
interiors. ACFA’s extensive portfolio of high
quality fine art imagery provides style, color,
subject matter, and drama for any space.
www.angelacameron.com
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15. Part of Chella Textiles’ new Radiance
Collection, Quicksilver, Medallion, and Facet
are 100 percent solution-dyed polyolefin
and are the first-ever outdoor fabrics
woven with a metallic yarn for glamour
and shimmer. Ideal for indoor and outdoor
upholstery and drapery applications, the
fabrics are machine washable, colorfast,
lightfast, and resistant to stains, mold,
and mildew. www.chellatextiles.com
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16. Alphenberg Buffalo Leather Tiles
are 100 percent recyclable and 98 percent
biodegradable; water, stain, and damage
resistant; have a ‘no burn’ rating; glue directly
onto level surfaces in high traffic commercial
areas; and are the ‘no waste’ remainder after
the animal provides food. They are available
in eight natural colors with two finishes (satin
and flat), various embossed patterns, and are
customizable. www.alphenberg.com
17. One Way from Aqua Hospitality
Carpets is the latest edition to its running
line products. A 1/10-gauge tip sheared
loop offers a linear stripe complemented
with a soft, subtle, geometric tip sheared
background. Available in seven neutrals and
contemporary colorways, this 100 percent
Avalar solution dyed nylon is designed for
both public and guestroom applications.
www.aquahospitalitycarpets.com
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18. The ECO-MATIC Bed Frame from
Hollywood Bed is made of high-carbon
recycled railroad T-rail. The manufacturing
process creates a negative carbon footprint
as landfill methane gas, not natural gas, is
used to reheat the steel thereby eliminating
greenhouse gases. The bed frames also
have a water-based lead-free finish, and
feature recyclable glides and rollers.
www.hollywoodbed.com
19. Unshielded by opaque materials, light has
the power to pre-determine and influence our
emotional responses to built environments.
Milliken’s Allumé collection celebrates the
nuances of color created by intricate shading
and movement with expansions of color
space never before possible. Now, designers
can evoke more emotion with flooring that
showcases how light as design inspiration
adds sophistication and drama to the floor.
www.milliken.com ❙❘❚
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